THEME 3: ONE NATION, ONE LAW
SUMMARY
• There are reasonable ways to accommodate
different religious practices without threatening
the rule of law or a singular Australian national
identity

• Various ethnic and religious groups have had
their commitment to Australia’s way of life and
the Rule of Law questioned
• The Rule of Law is an inherently difficult doctrine
that is often in direct tension with other central
doctrines of liberal democracies such as the
freedom of person and the freedom of religion

• As of yet, the conversation has been over
sensationalised and the rule of law has been
weaponised to interrogate - often with dire
consequences - minority groups and their
commitment to the ‘Australian way of life’

• Criticisms of private rituals threatening the
rule of law are often misplaced due to a
misunderstanding of what these rituals entail
and what the Rule of Law means.

CONTEXT: THE CORE OF
OUR NATION AT RISK?
• Apart from simple cultural aspects, a more
emphatic and sensational piece of nationhood
has been about adherence to the law, and more
fundamentally, a commitment to the rule of law
• Since the 2000s, the media has carried out
shock jock campaigns about Halal Food,
‘Shariah on our streets’ and the nation’s judiciary
have dealt with religious arbitration such as the
Jewish Beth Din system. Many politicians and
right wing groups have argued that a singular
Australian Rule of Law has been compromised
• It is understandable why the rule of law is
cherished and defended so valiantly by many:
• A belief that the rule of law makes Australia
great
• The rule of law works hand in hand with
democracy
• The rule of law ensures equality for all
• Fears have persisted that ritualised practices
import a completely new way of life that also
threaten the rule of law
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INHERENT TENSIONS:
RECONCILING RULE OF
LAW WITH THE FREEDOM
OF RELIGION

THE IMPACT OF A
WEAPONISED RULE
OF LAW
• Whilst these complexities in the rule of
law should be cause for caution and

• The Rule of Law is quite complex beyond the

circumspect, they have been ignored and

public imagination and is in tension with the

instead a more polarised discourse has

freedom of person and the freedom of religion

taken place

• Private ritualised practices do not pose any

• Tropes of law abiding native citizens have

complications with the rule of law as long as

been placed in contest with the image of a

they are private and do not harm anyone. No

‘shady migrant’ seeking to quietly import

minorities ask for religious freedom for acts

their own country’s law into Australia.

that defy the law

These tropes have made it difficult for

• The idea that accommodation of different

the conversation to progress any further

laws prevents this assimilation operates on

and for real workable solutions to be

a false conception of what accommodation

entertained.

looks like. Accommodation seeks to allow

• Any suggestion of accommodation - even if

different cultural practices to be featured

made with clear caveats and restrictions -

in arbitration that the court does not

has caused great public outcry and vitriol

necessarily co-opt, but simply respects

• It is clear that this overzealousness of the

• There are good examples of how this tension

rule of law has shrouded the judgment of

has been reconciled in the case of Muslim

key media outlets and politicians

marriage contracts

MOVING FORWARD: AUSTRALIA’S LEGISLATIVE
SYSTEM HAS ROOM FOR RESPECT
• We need to recognise that freedom of religion

• We need to recognise the immense value in

can wholly operate in the case of private

Alternative Dispute Resolution where it does

practice without threatening the Rule of Law in

not contradict the law and operates within the

any way

standard of reasonableness

• In the cases where tension between the Rule of

• We need to recognise that Australia’s core

Law and freedom of religion exists, a solution

nationhood is not threatened by these religious

can be geared toward accommodation that

practices and that prejudice and privilege should

operates on neutral and respectful principles. If

be registered before inflammatory comments are

a group tries wholly circumventing the law, then

made

it is clear that the power of the law should prevail
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